
User Guide for Magento 

Overview 

Wigzo is a marketing automation engine that helps ecommerce stores to drive relevant traffic, 

engage visitors, convert and retain clients. It analyses the visitor on different touch points by 360 

user profiling, making the website bring relevant articles that they might be interested in 

summing up to potential sales. The user can run event-triggered campaigns that target to convert 

visitors by 1:1 personalized notifications bring up actual sales. 

 

 

Magento users can download the plugin to be counted one among those who are leveraging 

phenomenal revenue by making over 3x more sales in a period of 2 months. 

How to Use Wigzo 

Wigzo plugin gives you hands on various strategies that help in streamlining marketing ethics 

with desired revenue. Here is a bunch of touchpoints that Magento users can have benefit of 

 

Browser push notifications have a one-click opt-in that redirects to users’ desired page generally 

to recommended or trending articles. The visitors can be sent personalized, segment based 

notifications to increase engagement. Here is how to get started with it. 

 

Step 1: Create your Wigzo Account 

 

Browser to Wigzo homepage and click on login. It redirects to app.wigzo.com. The existing 

users can login directly and access the dashboard. New users can signup by entering their name, 

official mail id, password and their mobile number. Read the terms of service and accept to 

register. Once registered, wait for the confirmation to be dropped in the mailbox. Through the 

mail, the signed-in user can either opt to schedule a demo or login to the dashboard. 

https://www.wigzo.com/
https://app.wigzo.com/auth/login
https://calendly.com/m-wigzo/demo/04-13-2017


 

Step 2: Locate to Browser Push Tab 

In the dashboard, opt for the browser push tab and go to overview.  

 
On clicking overview, the following window appears: 

 

 
 

Overview page allows you to create new Push Notification Campaign, view 

subscription/unsubscription statistics and details of Sent, Drafted and Scheduled push campaigns. 



At the top right you will see “Create New Notification” button which navigates you to another 

page (will be explained later). 

  

Subscription/Unsubscription statistics looks like below image: 

 

 
  

Active Registrations - The number of customers who have subscribed to your push    

 notifications. 

Churn Rate - The percentage of customers who have unsubscribed. 

Subscriber Growth - A graph to show the growth rate of subscriptions. 

  

The third segment shows Sent, In Draft and Scheduled push campaigns. 

 

 

  

API 

Opens documentation page that describes how to use Wigzo Browser Push feature using API 

calls Wigzo endpoints using your Wigzo API Token.  

  

Template 

Allows you to create/edit/delete Browser Push templates which can be used in other features like 

“Rules and Action” and “Segmentation”. 

  

Report 

Reports of the browser push campaigns sent. 

 



Step 3: Create First Notification 

● To create your first notification, click on create new notification. The following window 

will appear where the user can go forward creating the type of notification they want. 

 
 

● Select notification type - Custom by default 

Custom This allows you to specify the title, body and landing page url of the push notification. 

  

  
  

Trending we fetch content (title, body and url) from high ranking pages in a particular time 

duration (the page with most hits in a day, an hour or the whole month). For this you need to 

install our script on your website which has an algorithm to track what's trending in real-time. 

  

  
 

● The user can either select or upload the icon or enter the image Url. As the user updates 

the icon, the user can see it in the sample browser push as shown. 



● Enter the notification title that will be displayed on the browser notification. 

 

 
 

A text based notification looks like the one shown above. The user can opt for image based 

notification by adding entering the image Url or by uploading from the image from gallery. 

Image based notification looks like the following. 

 

 
 

● Enter the landing page url where you want to redirect your visitor to. 

● The user can add call to action by checking-in the button. Enter the name of button and 

the url it redirects to. 

 



 
 

● To schedule the first notification, check the schedule notification box. Enter the date and 

time for the notification to be sent. 

● Set the expiry time of the notification. The default expiry time is 24 hours. 

 
 

● Tags let the user internally identify the notification from the list of notifications sent over 

a period of time. 

● Checking on renotify will clear the existing notification on the browser and display the 

new one. 

● A push notification that will not disappear until the user takes an action. The end user 

will need to click or close the window (regular notifications disappear after a few 

seconds, this option makes sure the user takes an action). 



 
 

● The user can add UTM parameters (source, name, medium etc) in order to track origin of 

your campaign via Google analytics. Once you provide all the UTM params the 

“Generated URL” will display the landing page URL. 

 

 
 

● The user can choose to send notification either to all your subscribers or an existing 

segment of subscribers. Segments can be created based on location, browser, etc from 

Segmentation. 



 
 

At the bottom of the page there are three buttons as shown below. 

 

 
  

● Send Notifications : This submits the campaign according to your preferences. The 

campaign will either be fired right away or at a scheduled time (if you have chosen any). 

● Save as Draft : This saves the campaign as a draft (which can be accessed from the 

Overview page in future). 

● Reset : Resets the form. Erases all the data user has entered so far. 

Installation 

Here is the guide to install Wigzo’s plugin for Magento. Magento 2.0 Installation Guide 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sahCT5ugyuy5xXr6kXOGWeaNgCwqgHRnw9Wf0hvOGEY/edit
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